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THE HEADLINE
IS THE EPITAPH

Headline writers are the shadol-s ,-,:
the newsroom. Thev e-rist, o[ cu'::=
but a feadef ne\rer sees them, ner-e:
knows their names. Ther s ork ru::
and mark up pages with stubbr pe::
smoothing out mistakes or hndin: r
for pieces. They are older, usuall',-: :

etched wide the whiskr and ciqare::,
smoke of newsrooms past, minds i
with wordplay and hours spent puz.
out cr)ptic cfosswofds. Ther go &o

WORDS AND
SENTENCES;
SENTENCES AND

RESOLUTIONS
(NO REVOLUTTONS)

if anlthing,
should a wordsmith do? Is the act
of being a wordsmith an undertaking,
a task, a duty, a job? In the online
Merrlrm-N7ebster dictionaty, a wordsmith
is 'A person who wotks with words;
especially: A skilful writer." The OED
simply states: 'A skilled user of words";
\X/iktionary: "One who uses v/ords
skilfully'l And so goes the war
\Mhat is a wordsmith? \X4rat,

between dictionaries.

For skilful writers who earn mofley
from their craft, we have other names,
other titles: for example, "authof"; or
the more modest "writer"; or the more
lowly "copy,writer". Or there's the more
disconcerting "speech-writer": a breed
of writer whose job is, for the most
part, to eflsure that politicians'words
seem skilful but that their skilfulness

amounts to nothing; that they establish
no contractual relationship between
speaker and listener (the constiruency
or cittzemy or communiry). These
ctaftsmen and craftswomen of words
perhaps don't deserve the title of
"wotdsmith" - for, should we give it
to them, what would we flame those
other craftspeople who actually oppose
them, and who believe that words are.
- like images - what we have at our
disposal in the moment of formulating
a counterpoint, a resistance, an impulse
to refuse that has not yet found its
words, its image, but which formulation
is at rhe same time a congregation.
Perhaps one should thus disting-uish
the word "wordsmith" ftom the word
"sophist", and reserve the former for
those who exist in the wodd of people
and things, and the latter for those

who wish to see words teleased
and mobilised against those who
put them at the service of popular
and political expediency.
Juan

A. Caitin

entire careers blissfully anon\-mous-

I remember one who was rumowed '
ask for phone sex late at night s-hen t
called up with queries on a ston-. -\rrc
kept a bar fridge stocked with beer ur

his desk. They had a language of *rei
own, hewn from typesetting guides ar
proofreading manuals * a kind oi pid
for the harried flervous hoping $at r
into bringing a newspaper to life each
Somewhete, in the houts after deadlu
they would find tides flor even'piec*

They would put a face on the nervs.

A joutnalist has no control over th

headline on their piece. This surrend
well established and unquestioned. .
yet the headline is the most imporrr
part of a story. More than anything
decides whether a piece will be stan
or not. In a wodd with a deficit of
attention, headlines are how we rea(

This is one of the things I like abou
Agatha Gothe-Snapet wotk, (Jntit/e
She is putting a face on the intetnet
Like a journalist to a headline, the E
Biennale has surrendered to

